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For more than two decades, with a worldwide network of scientists of diverse disciplines and visionary action leaders, I have spearheaded the development of what is now called the convergence-by-design approach to science, technology, and innovation, applied in domain/disciplinary-specific transformation for a better alignment between human biology and human-made systems and society. Health and healthcare are most pressing targets for such transformation.
A Next-Generation Science and Evidence for SDGs at Scale Through Precision Convergence Science and Innovation
Mainstreaming YOUTH and WOMEN into MAINSTREAM PERSONAL LOCAL, STATE, NATIONAL AND GLOBAL Dialog and Action by ALL

Convergence of Health. Economic, Social and Environmental Outcome for Individual, Profession, Organization and System

McGill Centre for the Convergence of Health and Economics
Enriching current capacity building and dialog programs for SDGs in Convergence Economy
Distributed and Connected Dialog and Action Throughout the Whole Society

Fig. 1: Precision Convergence Science and Innovation Partnership Model
Conclusion

1. GCSAYN and other such initiatives are key to set appropriate mindsets and skillsets in youth and women and, by doing so, transforming all the natural, social and economic systems that it supports to accelerate reaching SDG

2. Youth and women can be not only advocates from one Summit to the next but most importantly catalysts for change in their own and other generations for accelerating SDGs
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The MCCHE stimulates new avenues of collaboration that bridge the many divides in market, economy, and society at the root of some of our most pressing modern health and economic problems.